
QUANTUM PHYSICS WITHOUT QUANTUM PHILOSOPHYDetlef D�urr*;y, Sheldon Goldsteinz, and Nino Zangh�i**;y;yyDepartment of MathematicsRutgers UniversityNew Brunswick, NJ 08903Abstract. Quantum philosophy, a peculiar twentieth century malady, is responsible formost of the conceptual muddle plaguing the foundations of quantum physics. When thisphilosophy is eschewed, one naturally arrives at Bohmian mechanics, which is what emergesfrom Schr�odinger's equation for a nonrelativistic system of particles when we merely insistthat \particles" means particles. While distinctly non-Newtonian, Bohmian mechanics is afully deterministic theory of particles in motion, a motion choreographed by the wave function.The quantum formalism emerges when measurement situations are analyzed according to thistheory. When the quantum formalism is regarded as arising in this way, the paradoxes andperplexities so often associated with quantum theory simply evaporate.Bohr's ... approach to atomic problems ... is really remarkable. He is com-pletely convinced that any understanding in the usual sense of the word isimpossible. Therefore the conversation is almost immediately driven into philo-sophical questions, and soon you no longer know whether you really take theposition he is attacking, or whether you really must attack the position he isdefending. (Schr�odinger, letter to Wien.?)We begin by briey explaining the title. Concerning \quantum physics" little needbe said. We have in mind all of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. For the sake ofconcreteness, however, we should, perhaps, be thinking about quantum interference, asdisplayed in the two-slit experiment|or electron di�raction. There is no need to describethese in detail. Let us just remind you of some salient features:At low intensity, \electrons" are detected arriving at a screen (\photographic plate")one spot at a time, at random positions along the plate; these spots accumulate to formApril 6, 1995.*Fakult�at f�ur Mathematik, Universit�at M�unchen, Theresienstrasse 39, 8000 M�unchen 2, Germany.**Istituto di Fisica, Universit�a di Genova, INFN, Via Dodecaneso 33, 16146 Genova, Italy.yResearch supported in part by DFG.zResearch supported in part by NSF Grants DMS{9105661 and DMS{9305930.yyPartially supported by INFN. Typeset by AMS-TEX1



an interference pattern when both slits are open. If only one slit is open, there will be nointerference pattern.As far as quantum philosophy is concerned, we have in mind a wide assortment ofpeculiar assertions. Some examples:Quantum theory shows us where classical logic goes awry.... It requires radicallynew ways of thinking. (W. Thirring?)Referring to electron di�raction Landau and Lifshitz? say:It is clear that this result can in no way be reconciled with the idea that electronsmove in paths.... In quantum mechanics there is no such concept as the pathof a particle.We have in mind also, perhaps primarily, the constant appeal to the observer, to \ob-servables" rather than to objective real-world events, to \measurements." For example,according to Heisenberg?the idea of an objective real world whose smallest parts exist objectively in thesame sense as stones or trees exist, independently of whether or not we observethem... is impossible....Many prominent physicists have been disturbed by quantum philosophy. Here are someof their responses:Referring to the prominence of measurement in orthodox quantum theory, as well as tothe peculiar abrogation of the Schr�odinger evolution when a measurement occurs, and theresulting (random) collapse (jump) of the wave function, John Stewart Bell? has said:It would seem that the theory is exclusively concerned about \results of mea-surement", and has nothing to say about anything else. What exactly quali�essome physical systems to play the role of \measurer"? Was the wavefunction ofthe world waiting to jump for thousands of millions of years until a single-celledliving creature appeared? Or did it have to wait a little longer, for some betterquali�ed system... with a Ph.D.? If the theory is to apply to anything buthighly idealized laboratory operations, are we not obliged to admit that moreor less \measurement-like" processes are going on more or less all the time,more or less everywhere. Do we not have jumping then all the time?2



According to Schr�odinger?[Complementarity is a] thoughtless slogan. ... If I were not thoroughly con-vinced that the man [Bohr] is honest and really believes in the relevance ofhis|I do not say theory but|sounding word, I should call it intellectuallywicked.A somewhat more constructive response (Einstein?):I am, in fact, rather �rmly convinced that the essentially statistical characterof contemporary quantum theory is solely to be ascribed to the fact that this(theory) operates with an incomplete description of physical systems....[In] a complete physical description, the statistical quantum theory would ...take an approximately analogous position to the statistical mechanics withinthe framework of classical mechanics....Part of what Einstein is saying here is that (much of) the apparent peculiarity of quantumtheory arises from mistaking an incomplete description for a complete one.So much by way of introduction (to the introduction). We'd like now to rather abruptlyswitch gears, and turn to a brief consideration of quantum theory qua formalism.Quantummechanics is often presented as an (axiomatic) formalism involving observablesand states, represented by abstract algebraic objects of various sorts: Observables arerepresented by self-adjoint operators on some Hilbert space, states by vectors in thatHilbert space, the dynamics is given by a unitary evolution generated|via Schr�odinger'sequation|by a special observable, the Hamiltonian H, and the statistics for the resultsof measurements can be compactly summarized by the formula E (A) = ( ;A ) for theexpected value of observable A in state  (normalized).What is there to complain about in this? Nothing, per se, but we should be clear as towhat precisely this quantum formalism is about. What we are usually told, and what webelieve is correct, is that the quantum formalism is a \measurement" formalism. Thus it isa phenomenological formalism describing certain macroscopic regularities. For example, inthe two-slit experiment the macroscopic regularities involve the pattern of spots on a plate.As such the quantum formalism should be compared with the thermodynamic formalism.As far as the thermodynamic formalism is concerned, physicists now all agree thata major step was taken around the turn of the century when, owing to the e�orts ofMaxwell, Boltzmann, Gibbs, and Einstein, the thermodynamic formalism was derived3



frommicroscopic physics, from the behavior of the constituents of the macroscopic systems.(Recall that this derivation was controversial back then, even if it isn't now.) Should wenot demand a similar account of the quantum formalism??In fact, what makes quantum mechanics controversial is not, as we have already indi-cated, the quantum formalism itself, but rather a further assertion to the e�ect that wecannot get beneath this formalism, to account for it in microscopic terms. This is, indeed,a radical claim. However, it can easily be refuted by explicit counterexample, which weshall give.Yet more radical is the claim that even if a microscopic account of the quantum for-malism were possible, we should ignore it, since we would still have access only to ourobservations. Like most arguments that ultimately lead to solipsism, this argument can-not easily be refuted. But why should we, as physicists or philosophers of science, beconcerned with such arguments? Are they not best left to the sceptics|ourselves includedwhen we are in a sceptical frame of mind?How are we to go about �nding a microscopic theory yielding the quantum formalism?The best way to proceed (an important lesson) is to forget about the problem and go backto basics. We �nd that such a theory then emerges in such an inevitable manner that weare almost forced to conclude that philosophical prejudice must have played a crucial rolein its nondiscovery.We should recall, before proceeding, that what we are about to describe has beendeclared impossible, physically and philosophically, on the authority of Bohr, and evenmathematically and logically, on the authority of von Neumann? and many others.? It isthus all the more remarkable that a counterexample to such declarations can easily beobtained even while ignoring the very formalism with which it is allegedly incompatible.The quantum formalism does, however, give us a clue. The element of the quantumformalism which most seems to function as a theoretical entity on the microscopic level,as the objective state, is the wave function.Suppose now that when we talk about the wave function of a system of N particles, weseriously mean what our language conveys, i.e., suppose we insist that \particles" meansparticles. If so, then the wave function cannot provide a complete description of the stateof the system; we must also specify its most important feature, the positions Qi of theparticles themselves.Suppose, in fact, that the complete description of the quantum system|its total state|4



is given by (Q; ), where Q = (Q1; : : : ;QN ) 2 R3Nis the con�guration of the system and =  (q) =  (q1; : : : ;qN );a (normalized) function on the con�guration space, is its wave function. Then we shall havea theory once we specify the law of motion for the state (Q; ). The simplest possibility isthat this motion is given by �rst-order equations|so that (Q; ) is indeed the state in thesense that its present speci�cation determines the future. We already have an evolutionequation for  , i.e., Schr�odinger's equation:i~@ t@t = H t = � NXk=1 ~22mkr2qk t + V  t:According to what we have just said we are looking for an evolution equation for Q of theform dQtdt = v t(Qt)with v = (v 1 ; : : : ;v N )and where v is a (velocity) vector �eld on con�guration space R3N. Thus the role of thewave function  here is to generate the motion of the particles, through the vector �eldon con�guration space to which it is associated: 7�! v But how should v be chosen? A speci�c form for v arises by requiring space-timesymmetry|Galilean and time-reversal invariance (or covariance), and simplicity:? For aone-particle system, we �nd that v = ~m Imr  ;and for the general N-particle system,v k = ~mk Imrk  :5



Notice that the r on the right-hand side is suggested by rotation invariance, the  in thedenominator by homogeneity|i.e., by the fact that the wave function should be under-stood projectively, an understanding required for the Galilean invariance of Schr�odinger'sequation alone|the Im by time-reversal invariance, since time-reversal is implemented on by complex conjugation, again as demanded by Schr�odinger's equation, and the constantin front is precisely what is required for covariance under Galilean boosts.We've arrived at Bohmian mechanics|for a nonrelativistic system (universe) of Nparticles, without spin. (Spin, as well as Fermi and Bose-Einstein statistics, can easily bedealt with?;? and in fact arise in a natural manner,? but we shall not consider these mattershere.) This theory, a re�nement of de Broglie's pilot wave model,? was constructed andcompellingly analyzed by David Bohm in 1952.?Bohmian mechanics is the most naively obvious embedding imaginable of Schr�odinger'sequation into a completely coherent physical theory. If one didn't already know better,one would naturally conclude that it can't \work," i.e., that it can't account for quantumphenomena. After all, if something so obvious and, indeed, so trivial, works, great physi-cists would never have insisted, as they have and as they continue to do, that quantumtheory demands radical epistemological and metaphysical innovations.Be that as it may, Bohmian mechanics is a fully deterministic theory of particles inmotion, but a motion of a profoundly nonclassical, non-Newtonian sort. We should remark,however, that in the limit ~m ! 0, the Bohm motion Qt approaches the classical motion.?But what in fact does this theory, Bohmian mechanics, have to do with orthodox quan-tum theory, i.e., with the quantum formalism? Well, of course, they share Schr�odinger'sequation. On the other hand, in orthodox quantum theory noncommuting observables,represented by self-adjoint operators, play a fundamental role, while they do not appear atall in the formulation of Bohmian mechanics. Nonetheless, it can be shown that Bohmianmechanics not only accounts for quantum phenomena|this was essentially done by Bohm?in 1952 and 1953|but also embodies the quantum formalism itself, self-adjoint operators,randomness given by � = j j2, and all the rest, as the very expression of its empiricalimport.?Before proceeding to a sketch of how some of these things emerge from Bohmian me-chanics, let's reconsider briey the two-slit experiment. How does the electron know, whenit passes through one of the slits, whether or not the other slit is open so that it can ad-just its motion accordingly? The answer is rather trivial: The motion of the electron is6



governed by the wave function. When both slits are open, the wave function develops aninterference pro�le, and it is not terribly astonishing that this pattern should be reectedin the motion that this wave function generates for the electron.
Figure 1.In Fig. 1, we see an ensemble of Bohm trajectories when both slits are open. Noticethe development of the interference pattern in the ensemble of trajectories. (At the leftyou see a homogeneous ensemble, at the right a typical interference pro�le.) ConcerningFig. 1, a few comments and a warning:(1) No forces act to the right of the slits, yet the paths are rather crooked: The motionis highly non-Newtonian.(2) The pattern depends, of course, on the (initial) ensemble or distribution. Whilea reasonably \regular" distribution would behave much like what you see, veryspecial choices could lead to a very di�erent pattern, or to no pattern at all. As anextreme example, suppose all trajectories in the ensemble start at the same point.Then of course there is but one trajectory in the ensemble, and hence we would�nd but one very bright spot on the plate in this case.(3) At the other extreme, if the initial ensemble is given by � = j j2, it can be shownthat this will remain the case, and the accumulated pattern of arrivals at the platewill completely agree with the prediction of the quantum formalism.(4) It thus follows that given � = j j2 (for the initial ensemble), the detailed integrationof the Bohm evolution equation has no predictive value for the result of the two-slitexperiment. This is in fact quite generally the case.7



What is special about the familiar distribution � = j j2 for Bohmian mechanics? It isequivariant: Consider the ensemble evolution �! �t arising from the Bohm motion. �tis the ensemble to which the Bohm evolution carries the ensemble � in t units of time.If � = � is a functional of  (e.g., � = j j2) we may also consider the transformation� ! � t arising from Schr�odinger's equation. If these evolutions are compatible,�� �t = � t ;we say that � is equivariant. In other words, the equivariance of � means that underthe time evolution it retains its form as a functional of  .That � = j j2 is equivariant follows immediately from the observation that the quan-tum probability current J = j j2v , so that the continuity equation@�@t + div(�v ) = 0is satis�ed by the density �t = j tj2. As a consequence,If �(q; t0) = j (q; t0)j2 at some time t0, then �(q; t) = j (q; t)j2 for all t.What we have said so far is merely a prologue to a systematic analysis of the empiricalimplications of Bohmian mechanics. Such an analysis falls naturally into two parts:(1) The emergence and signi�cance of other observables.(2) The clari�cation and justi�cation of the formula � = j j2.Concerning the former, we'll make here but a couple of comments:The crucial observation has been made by Bell:?...in physics the only observations we must consider are position observations, ifonly the positions of instrument pointers. It is a great merit of the de Broglie-Bohm picture to force us to consider this fact. If you make axioms, rather thande�nitions and theorems, about the `measurement' of anything else, then youcommit redundancy and risk inconsistency.?But one can go further and consider a general measurement-like experiment M. Bythe latter we mean merely that, unlike a coin ip, the outcome is \reproducible". It turns8



out? that, given � = j j2, it follows easily from linearity that with every such experimentwe may associate a self-adjoint operator A = AM,M! AM;which governs the statistics of the outcomes in the usual way. From a Bohmian perspective,a \measurement of the observableA" means nothing more than an experiment so associatedwith the operator A that the result of this experiment, given for example by a pointerreading, is distributed according to the spectral measure of A.?What about the assertion that � = j j2? The statement may seem to some clear enough:When a system has wave function  , its con�guration is random, with distribution j j2, anassertion which can be regarded as roughly analogous to the Gibbs postulate of statisticalmechanics. On the one hand, there is what may be called quantum equilibrium�(q) = j (q)j2:On the other hand, there is the familiar (classical) thermodynamic equilibrium�(q; p) � e��H(q;p):We note, however, that it turns out that while the complete justi�cation of the latter isremarkably di�cult (and as of now nonexistent), that of the former is remarkably easy.?But there are some crucial subtleties here, which we can begin to appreciate by �rstasking the question: Which systems should be governed by Bohmian mechanics? Thesystems which we normally consider are subsystems of a larger system|for example, theuniverse|whose behavior (the behavior of the whole) determines the behavior of its sub-systems (the behavior of the parts). Thus for a Bohmian universe, it is only the universeitself which a priori|i.e., without further analysis|can be said to be governed by Bohmianmechanics. So let's consider such a universe. Our �rst di�culty immediately emerges: Inpractice � = j j2 is applied to (small) subsystems. But only the universe has been assigneda wave function (which we shall denote by 	). What is meant then by the right hand sideof � = j j2, i.e., by the wave function of a subsystem?Let's go further. Fix an INITIAL wave function 	0 for this universe. Then since theBohmian evolution is completely deterministic, once the INITIAL con�guration Q of thisuniverse is also speci�ed, all future events, including of course the results of measurements,9



are determined. Now let X be some subsystem variable|say the con�guration of thesubsystem at some time t|which we would like to be governed by � = j j2. But how canthis possibly be, when there is nothing at all random about X?Of course, if we allow the INITIAL universal con�guration Q to be random, distributedaccording to the quantum equilibrium distribution j	0(Q)j2, it follows from equivariancethat the universal con�guration Qt at later times will also be random, with distributiongiven by j	tj2, from which you might well imagine that it follows that any variable ofinterest, e.g., X, has the \right" distribution. But even if this is so (and it is), it would bedevoid of physical signi�cance! As Einstein has emphasized,? \Nature as a whole can onlybe viewed as an individual system, existing only once, and not as a collection of systems."While Einstein's point is almost universally accepted among physicists, it is also veryoften ignored, even by the same physicists. We therefore elaborate: What possible physicalsigni�cance can be assigned to an ensemble of universes, when we have but one universeat our disposal, the one in which we happen to reside? We cannot perform the very sameexperiment more than once. But we can perform many similar experiments, di�ering,however, at the very least, by location or time. In other words, insofar as the use ofprobability in physics is concerned, what is relevant is not sampling across an ensemble ofuniverses, but sampling across space and time within a single universe. What is relevantis empirical distributions|actual relative frequencies for an ensemble of actual events.Having said this, we would like explicitly to address a common misconception. It istempting when trying to justify the use of a particular probability distribution � for adynamical system, such as the quantum equilibrium distribution for Bohmian mechanics,to argue that this distribution has a dynamical origin in the sense that even if the ini-tial distribution �0 were di�erent from �, the dynamics generates a distribution �t whichchanges with time in such a way that �t approaches � as t approaches1 (and that �t isapproximately equal to � for t of the order of a \relaxation time"). Such `convergence toequilibrium' results|associated with the notions of `mixing' and `chaos'|are mathemat-ically quite interesting. They are also usually very di�cult to establish, even for rathersimple and, indeed, arti�cially simpli�ed dynamical systems. A recent attempt along theselines, due to Valentini,? concerns the convergence to quantum equilibrium for the distri-bution of the con�guration of the universe as a whole under the Bohmian dynamics. Onesimple consequence of our discussion is that, regardless of their mathematical validity, suchproofs of `convergence to equilibrium,' for the con�guration of the universe, are of rather10



dubious physical signi�cance: What good does it do to show that an initial distributionconverges to some `equilibrium distribution' if we can attach no relevant physical signi�-cance to the notion of a universe whose con�guration is randomly distributed according tothis distribution??Two problems must thus be addressed, that of the meaning of the wave function  of a subsystem and that of randomness. It turns out that once we come to grips withthe �rst problem, the question of randomness almost answers itself. We obtain just whatwe want|that � = j j2 in the sense of empirical distributions; we �nd? that in a typicalBohmian universe an appearance of randomness emerges, precisely as described by thequantum formalism.?What about the wave function of a subsystem? Given a subsystem we may writeq = (x; y) where x and y are generic variables for the con�gurations of the subsystem andits environment. Similarly, we have Qt = (X;Y ) for the actual con�gurations (at timet). What is the simplest possibility for the wave function of the subsystem, the x-system;what is the simplest function of x which can sensibly be constructed from the actual stateof the universe at time t (which we remind you is given by Qt and 	t = 	)? Clearly theanswer is  (x) = 	(x; Y ):This is all we need.?The key ingredients in the analysis of randomness? are the following:(1) The e�ective wave function: Suppose that	(x; y) =  (x)�(y) + 	?(x; y);where � and 	? have macroscopically disjoint y-supports. IfY 2 supp�we say that  is the e�ective wave function of the x-system.Note that it follows that 	(x; Y ) =  (x)�(Y ), so that the e�ective wave functionis unambiguous, and indeed agrees with the formula in the preceding paragraph,up to an irrelevant constant factor.We remark that it is the relative stability of the macroscopic disjointness em-ployed in the de�nition of the e�ective wave function, arising from what are nowa-days often called mechanisms of decoherence, which accounts for the fact that the11



e�ective wave function of a system obeys Schr�odinger's equation for the systemalone whenever this system is isolated. One of the best descriptions of the mecha-nisms of decoherence, though not the word itself, can be found in the Bohm's 1952\hidden variables" paper.? We wish to emphasize, however, that while decoher-ence plays a crucial role in the very formulation of the various interpretations ofquantum theory loosely called decoherence theories, its role in Bohmian mechanicsis of a quite di�erent character: For Bohmian mechanics, decoherence is purelyphenomenological|it plays no role whatsoever in the formulation (or interpreta-tion) of the theory itself.(2) Suppose that at time t the x-system consists itself of many identical subsystemsx1; : : : ; xM , each one having e�ective wave function  (with respect to coordinatesrelative to suitable frames). Then the e�ective wave function of the x-system isthe product wave function t(x) =  (x1) � � � (xM ):(3) The fundamental conditional probability formula:P	0�Xt 2 dx �� Yt� = j t(x)j2 dx;where P	0(dQ) = j	0(Q)j2 dQ.Note that it follows from (2) and (3) that the con�gurations of the subsystems referredto in (2) are independent, identically distributed random variables with respect to thequantum equilibrium distribution conditioned on the environment of these subsystems.Thus the law of large numbers can be applied to conclude that under the suppositionin (2), the empirical distribution of the con�gurations x1; : : : ; xM of the subsystems willtypically be j (x)j2|as demanded by the quantum formalism. For example, if j j2 assignsequal probability to the events \left" and \right," typically about half of our subsystemswill have con�gurations belonging to \left" and half to \right." Moreover, as is shown inthe �rst reference in note ?, this conclusion applies as well to a collection of systems atpossibly di�erent times as to the equal-time situation described here.We would like to make a few comments now about Bohmian mechanics and \the realworld". There is at best an uneasy truce between orthodox quantum theory and the viewthat there is an objective reality, of a more or less familiar sort on the macroscopic level.12



Recall, for example, Schr�odinger's cat. What does Bohmian mechanics contribute here? Ina word, everything! A world of objects, of large collections of particles which combine andmove more or less as a whole, presents no conceptual di�culty for Bohmian mechanics,since Bohmian mechanics is after all a theory of particles in motion and allows for thepossibility of such large collections.So what, when all is said and done, does the incorporation of the particle positions, ofthe con�gurations, buy us? A great deal:(1) randomness(2) familiar (macroscopic) reality(3) the wave function of a (sub)system(4) collapse of the wave packet(5) absolute uncertaintyWe have not yet explicitly addressed here item 5, which is a consequence of the analysis?of � = j j2. It expresses the impossibility of obtaining information about positions moredetailed than what is given by the quantum equilibrium distribution. It provides a precise,sharp foundation for the uncertainty principle, and is itself an expression of global quantumequilibrium.We close with two comments and a quotation:(1) From the perspective a�orded by Bohmian mechanics, it is not terribly astonishingthat all sorts of conceptual di�culties arise from disregarding the actual con�gu-ration, in e�ect ripping out the heart, if not cutting o� the head, of the quantumdynamical system.(2) In fact, when all is said and done, it seems fair to say that Bohmian mechanics isnothing but quantum physics without quantum philosophy.(3) Finally, in response to the outrage sometimes expressed towards the suggestionthat particles might have positions when they are not, or cannot be, observed,Bell,? referring to theories such as Bohm's, declared:13



Absurdly, such theories are known as \hidden variable" theories. Ab-surdly, for there it is not in the wavefunction that one �nds an imageof the visible world, and the results of experiments, but in the comple-mentary \hidden"(!) variables. Of course the extra variables are notcon�ned to the visible \macroscopic" scale. For no sharp de�nition ofsuch a scale could be made. The \microscopic" aspect of the comple-mentary variables is indeed hidden from us. But to admit things notvisible to the gross creatures that we are is, in my opinion, to show adecent humility, and not just a lamentable addiction to metaphysics.AcknowledgementsWe are very grateful to Jeremy Butter�eld, Gregory Eyink, Eugene Speer, and AvySo�er for valuable suggestions. Notes and references1 Quoted in W. Moore, Schr�odinger, Cambridge University Press, New York, 1989, page228.2 W. Thirring, Quantum Mechanics of Atoms and Molecules, Springer-Verlag, New York,1981, page 2.3 L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz, Quantum Mechanics: Non-relativistic Theory, trans-lated from the Russian by J. B. Sykes and J. S. Bell, Pergamon Press, Oxford and NewYork, 1958, page 2.4 W. Heisenberg, Physics and Philosophy, Harper and Row, New York, 1958, page 129.5 J. S. Bell, Against \measurement", Physics World 3 (1990), 33{40.6 Reference 1, page 473.7 P. A. Schilpp, Ed., Albert Einstein, Philosopher-Scientist, Library of Living Philoso-phers, Evanston, Ill., 1949, pages 666 and 672.8 We have let the quantum formalism o� a bit too easy. Indeed, in the absence of such anaccount, the quantum formalism itself su�ers from serious vagueness and ambiguity, owingto the fact that this formalism seems to refer to the relationship between the microscopicand the macroscopic, for example insofar as it refers to \measurements of observables" formicroscopic systems|and in practice this is what it always does! What is supposed to bemeant by the \measurement" of observables such as p+q for an electron, when we are toldthat an electron is not the sort of thing which it can ever make sense to regard as having14
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